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Introduce Japanese language and culture the fun way! With 23 traditional and contemporary

melodies, children will enjoy learning basic vocabulary and pronunciation through popular themes

such as numbers, family, animals, colors, and more. You can provide an important head start for

children as learning another language has proven to stimulate greater mental development.In the

seperately sold book, each song is written in Kana (Hiragana and Katakana), the romanization of

Japanese, and the English translation. Includes pronunciation guide, English-Japanese glossary,

and instructional and cultural notes For all ages. Paperback book. 8.5"x 11". 32 pp. Songs include:

1. Doko desu ka (Where are you?) 2. Ko bu ta nu ki tsu ne ko (Piglet raccoon fox cat) 3. Kuma-san

(Bear) 4. Bun bun bun (A flying bee) 5. Kaeru no Uta (Frog's Song) 6. Te o tatakimashoo (Let's clap

our hands) 7. Akai tori kotori (Red bird, little bird) 8. Zoo-san (Elephant) 9. Tulip (Tulips) 10. Tsuki

(The moon) 11. Ippon bashi nihon bashi (One chopstick, Two chopsticks) 12. Ouma (Horses) 13.

Ookina taiko chiisana taiko (Big drum, Little drum) 14. Amefuri (A Rainy day) 15. Daruma-san

(Daruma-san) 16. Yuki (Snow) 17. Umi (The Ocean) 18. Ookina kurino ki no shita de (Under the Big

Chestnut tree) 19. Katatsumuri (Snail) 20. Atama to Kata to Hiza (Head and Shoulders) 21.

Musunde hiraite (Close your Hands) 22. Kirakira hoshiyo (Twinkle twinkle little star) 22. Sayonara

(Good-bye)
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The reviewer/buyer with negative comments drew my attention. It stated that the singing generated



migraine.I had wanted to buy the book to enlarge my volcab, having studied Pimsleur level 1-3, with

only 5 lessons left. The other reviewers raved about it, but more or less from young kids' point of

view.Having benefited from songs in my experience of learning foreign languages, i weighed

carefully in my head the advantages and disadvantages. There were only a handful of reviews to

begin with. Based on the review comments and the books' own details stating that there is english

translation, romaji (phonetics) and the kanas, i decided to buy it.It did not disappoint me.The music

and the singing can be categorized as plain, at the first play of the CD. I see why that reviewer did

not like it. However, as i began my learning process with this book, the songs' charm gradually

revealed itself.This was, of course, after i learned the most well known two pieces, Twinkle Twinkle

little star, and, Heand-and-shoulders-and-knees.I did not strictly follow the order of the songs

presented in the book. Rather, i picked those that i thought would generate the greatest reward :

Getting the lyrics down pat. I chose songs with multiple verses (Let's clap hands; One chopstiks,

two chopsticks) to begin with.The strategy worked.Before i mastered these songs, i did not know

words such as, glasses, moustache, little birds. Nor verbs such as, became, let's clap, let's stomp,

let's laugh, let's get angry, let's cry.Sure, the melodies in these songs did not sound as dramatic as

the two well known ones originally set in english, at the first glance. Moreover, the spartan

accompaniment did not a whole lot of drama to it.
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